Open call for art submissions

As the Greater Phoenix region’s premier economic development organization, we not only aim to attract economically sustainable businesses to the Valley, but also strive to highlight the beauty and diversity of our incredible region through the curation and virtual display of locally sourced art.

Requirements:

- Pieces must be submitted as a jpeg at 300dpi or higher
- You have the option to make your piece available for purchase. If someone chooses to purchase your piece, all sales will be handled directly between the artist and buyer.

**Virtual Exhibition Theme:**

**Greater Phoenix, Greater Together!**

Arizona is a state known for its rugged pioneering spirit, which became even more evident during the COVID-19 pandemic. While our entire planet faced new challenges never before experienced, the people of Greater Phoenix dug deep into their ancestral roots and came together in ways that will forever change the fabric of our community. In our first ever, virtual exhibit, we want to showcase pieces that archive those moments that transpired both locally and across the globe.

**Submission deadline:**

October 23rd

**Interested in learning more? Contact us today.**

**Stefanie Carson**
Senior Graphic Designer + Photographer
602.262.8627
scarson@gpec.org